The last fifty years of theatre have put us closer to one of the most spectacular facts of this art: every generation of theatre makers managed -we do not know if programmatically -to build its own repertoire based on its own reality. In other words, every new wave of stage directors claimed that the dramatic authors define a new formula for the stage text and the reverse. This new reality also acted on a revisiting of the classical text or of the modern text deemed classical.
German author defines postdramatic theatre. He states that we are in the presence of a theatre that operates beyond the drama: "Postdramatic theatre thus includes the presence, or resumption, or continued working of older aesthetics, including those that took leave of the dramatic idea in earlier times, be it on the level of text or theatre."
2 Of course, such a discussion should prompt numerous interventions. But some of those to which Lehmann refers in his essays can no longer add their input to the necessary dialogue, while the others do not want to do it. The latter are satisfied with the role of catalyzing nuclei of a new concept. While the post-1970 postmodern theatre may be characterized by a pluralism of codes, by ambiguity, non-textuality, distortion, the actor as theme and main character, deconstruction, the text used as founding material or, on the contrary, the text considered an authoritarian and archaic element, postdramatic theatre is characterized by the fragmentation of the narrative, stylistic heterogeneity, the instruction of hypernaturalistic, at times grotesque and neo-expressionist elements. But, in our opinion, these traits have always belonged to theatre as show. The effort in theatre, the complex Socratic method of the performance, the one that reunites the actor, the director, the set designer, the choreographer and the composer, who may be joined by those who conduct the work auxiliary to the stage works, have required both the postmodern solution, and those governed by the postdramatic.
We believe that, in Romanian theatre, in the last fifty years, the signs of postmodernism and of the postdramatic can be seen very clearly. Most of the times, a renewal has been reached by mere imitation. Few directors and even fewer dramatic authors -for we cannot tackle here the issue of dramaturges -have managed to reach on their own new formulae of performance or of text. Re-theatricalization, a unique phenomenon in the theatrical movement of Romania, was an act, a process that started from two programmatic materials published by Liviu Ciulei 3 and Radu Stanca 4 . Additional commentary on its importance is not necessary here. We only mention several personalities who were at the heart of the theatrical action of those times: Liviu Ciulei, Horea Popescu, Sorana Coroamă-Stanca, Mihail Raicu, Radu Stanca.
5 They were in the close proximity of the inner circle of Ion Sava, Soare Z. Soare and Ion Aurel Maican, who, gone too soon, paved, in our opinion, the road to what our theatre is today. We will name these two groups as the "first wave". It is followed by what, we think, is the most important moment of Romanian theatre. The "second wave", which included, as shown elsewhere 6 , the cartel Lucian Pintilie, David Esrig, Gheorghe Harag and Radu Penciulescu. Penciulescu clearly separates from re-theatricalization and, in an article published in 1971 in the magazine Ateneu, he engages in a number of assertions that anticipate Lehmann's concept:
"But the age of the character created in the manner proposed by Balzac and Ibsen has long passed in literature. The new novel and the new theatre take us to where the character almost disappears. The character is atomized or explodes. So, could we continue to consider that an exploration of the character by using the logic of behavior is efficient? Aren't physical actions sufficient in order to enable the investigation of the turbid chasm revealed by psychoanalysis? And the very core of the method, its recommendation to discover the character's inner structure by using a chain of characterizing physical actionscould they still be borrowed as such in a world governed by We believe that these lines speak, almost three decades before, of the postdramatic theatre defined by professor Lehmann. But the thing that bears witness and backs up our claims is precisely the spectacular formula obtained by professor Penciulescu. Of course, stage plays perish after each performance, and their instant (here and now) effect is not equal when recorded on tape. Several filmed performances of this European director have been kept. The most representative of these is R. Hochhuth's The Deputy, a play put on stage in 1972 at the L.S. Bulandra Theatre in Bucharest, and rebroadcast by the Romanian television. When viewing this play, we can envisage the Romanian spectator's wonder in front of the Bucharest city theatre's ensemble. In fact, spectators are also filmed during the performance, and their participation to the stage act is more than plenary: they become witnesses and participants to the happenings in front of them. In the same article, Penciulescu says: "I think the shift from the condition of spectator to the one of participant is the most significant event, which has still inestimable repercussions on the drama, on the performing art, on theatrical architecture and on the acting site." Nothing easier: postdramatic theatre had to be brought to light by its presence that had not yet been disclosed. We also need to show that the play raised the problem of responsibility in front of a number of events that had occurred earlier. The leader of the Roman Catholic church during the Second World War was at the heart of such events. For the rising action, Penciulescu proposed an acting place divided in subspaces that would receive the actions. By removing the partition walls, the director would disclose to the spectator, who was very close to the actor, the actions that occurred simultaneously. The rooms drawn on the stage floor and defined by simple, sometimes unique setting elements merely introduced the participants to that something that would usually -i.e. in a dramatic structure -only be guessed at: nothing was only possible any longer, everything could be seen, and the story was no longer perceived according to its inner logic, but according to energies filtered by sensations. We were saying that wonder could be seen on the spectators' faces, in front of this new possibility: to see at the same time both what you needed to see and the aspects that helped you understand. During the performance, an undefined character would sort suitcases, moving them from one side to the other and emptying them. The inventory of the suitcases, of the lives that were approached, facing our responsibility: what should we have done and what have we obtained? These questions turned the spectator into a participant. You only had to pick your team. In 1982, Jean François Lyotard wrote about this energetic theatre, this theatre of intensities and of affects in Affirmative Aesthetics (Affirmative Ästhetik), a volume published in Berlin. Professor Radu Penciulescu also talked about it more than a decade beforehand, and his stage play bears witness of it: theatre is both postdramatic and dramatic.
The second wave was swept over by the political system governing our country at that time. A new one covered it and it had to operate a theatre of codes, a theatre that would hide significations and which would frequently offer the path to decoding. The "third wave" included important names: Alexa Visarion, Dan Micu, Aureliu Manea, Anca Ovanez, and the directors who had not chosen exile. Some of them were Valeriu Moisescu, Dinu Cernescu, Ion Cojar, Sanda Manu. Again, this list is not exhaustive. Theatre making in that time was first and foremost an act of courage. The period does not lack important achievements, but it is marked instead by the use of the story and the limitation to it: any new attempt, any innovating formula would be assessed and removed.
The members of the "fourth wave" are trained and they begin to work at the same time with the third wave. Their aesthetics are seldom identical, but they are governed by the same requirements triggered by the political system. This group includes Silviu Purcărete, Mihai Măniuțiu, Alexandru Dabija, Tompa Gabor, Victor Ioan Frunză, Alexandru Darie, for a little while Iulian Vișa, Mona Chirilă, and the list could go on. They will make the connection with the "fifth wave", by the involvement in the teaching act, each of them for longer or shorter periods and in different universities. They also possess the highest capacity of adaptation to new trends, and of adoption, in final or mimetic manner, of the postdramatic model. Without impairing their merits, for this group, the programmatic and planned action of changing something in their own modality of making theatre operates optimally. Of them all, Silviu Purcărete stands out by an exceptional international career, which, in our opinion, is organically linked with the phenomenon postulated by professor Lehmann.
Thus, we operate the transition to the "sixth wave", the only one that seeks to pull away from the dramatic hallmark and which dives in the postdramatic river, without any restraint. This is understandable. They borrow the ready-made experience of the Romanian theatre and, owing to the opening that occurred after 1989, they manage to also assimilate, unhindered, the multiple theatrical formulae of the West. At least in the last ten years, the universities have broken the walls of knowledge and they are increasingly offering the possibility of choosing the path of the director, of the actor and of the future dramaturge.
Here we need to introduce a number of young and very young stage directors. All of them were our students and, at present, they are active in the Romanian theatre, in public or independent theatre institutions:
8 Marius Costache, Muriel Manea, Andrei Măjeri, Cosmin Matei, Vlad Popescu, Cătălin Mardale, Adina Lazăr. Until now, we have coordinated six generations of directors and we are proud that, of more than twenty graduates, several are working constantly.
Marius Costache graduated in 2008. At present, he is the coordinator of the Bucharest Podul ["Bridge"] Theatre, which hosts a very articulate program for the promotion of young theatre creators, as well as a cogent personal project for the staging of classical, or extremely contemporary texts. Although he has staged in state theaters plays that are considered classical, Costache stands out not so much by the very personal directing readings, but especially by stage directing solutions that abandon the classicized formula in favor of one that circumscribes postdramatic theatre. His interest in children's theatre and the three staging events of The Little Prince -two in state theatres and one in an independent theatre -have allowed him to explore a world meant for the grown-up and to transfer it in a new code, meant for the child, without heavy and ambiguous encoding. The definition of the play sites and the possibility to detect, where it exists, the energy that unifies through game are his advantages. His care for working with the actor is exceeded only by his rigor regarding the technical fulfilment of the performance.
Andrei Măjeri is a class 2012 graduate. He is already a known director who has put plays on stages in the national theatres of Bucharest, Cluj-Napoca and Craiova, as well as in independent theatres. His productions at the Lucian Blaga National Theatre in Cluj-Napoca were invited and awarded in a number of festivals. His interest in ancient theatre and in capitalizing on its energies is likely to determine his theatrical action, if necessary, and, sometimes, could entail intellectual overbidding. But the wide space across which Măjeri moves allows him to obtain every single time the burst of energy and emotion that is so necessary in a performance. His productions in Cluj stand out by the coalescence of inner and outer states, as Lehmann put it in relation to postdramatic theatre, and, at the same time, they execute for the spectator a rationally and instinctually mediated knowledge path. I won't assign an epithet to this last director I want to approach. Cosmin Matei is one of the directors who work imperatively with a dramaturge. In fact, some of his most important works relate to dramatizations and they are performed in Hungarian. This quality places him in line with the postdramatic practice. His production Reacting Chernobyl -based on texts by Svetlana Alexievich (Voices from Chernobyl: The Oral History of a Nuclear Disaster) and Wladimir Tchertkoff (The Crime of Chernobyl: The Nuclear Gulag) -, based on a dramatization by Raluca Sas-Marinescu, is a very good example of theatre included in the postdramatic space. Under no circumstance does it seek to create a space in which the story could settle and be understood. For the span of the show, we are constantly the target of circumstances generated by energies found during the rehearsals, and then amplified every time in front of the audience. Here, too, we are both spectators and participants, because the actor relates directly with us and pulls us from the comfortable darkness of the hall. During the performance, we had to ask ourselves quite a few times why we should witness something like that. Generally, we should have left. But something made us stay and it did not have anything to do with the former teacher's curiosity: we stayed to the end because our memory was confronting the recollection of that event (which had repercussions in our country, too) and which, despite the fact that it did not cause reason for amusement, allowed us to access other -personal -events linked with the time of the catastrophe. To us, the performance tasted like something we had tasted a long time before and which gave us the possibility of being again in a forgotten place: this is why we had to stay until the end of the play.
In Romania, stage direction is at a very favorable, but volatile age. We only need to make the most of these prevailing aspects.
